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                        Date：

                        						
                            As manufacturer of CNC spring making machine exporting the machinery to global market, especially in India market, we must know some festivals from the world. Today, Sharing the Diwali Festival in India of it significance, history, date, time, puja, muhurat and all you need to know. Diwali or Deepavali is one of the biggest and auspicious festivals celebrated by Hindus all around the globe. The festival of lights signifies peace and joy, the victory of good over evil, and light over darkness every day. It is one of the most symbolic Hindu festivals, and all the communities in the country celebrate it with much pomp. During this festival, people clean their homes, decorate every corner with lights, lamps, diyas, flowers, rangoli, and candles. Families also perform Lakshmi Puja and pray to the Goddess of wealth to bless them with health, wealth, and prosperity. Diwali is observed on the 15th day of the Kartik month as per...                        
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                            Springs can be classified depending on how the load force is applied to them There are different type of springs in the world, and produced by different cnc spring machinery from Dongguan Kaichuang Precision Machinery Co.,Ltd (refer to KCMCO). Tension/extension spring – (KCMCO-KCT-808)the spring is designed to operate with a tension load, so the spring stretches as the load is applied to it. Compression spring –(KCMCO-KCT-208) is designed to operate with a compression load, so the spring gets shorter as the load is applied to it. Torsion spring – (KCMCO -KCT-826) unlike the above types in which the load is an axial force, the load applied to a torsion spring is a torque or twisting force, and the end of the spring rotates through an angle as the load is applied. Constant spring – (KCMCO-KCT-808)supported load remains the same throughout deflection cycle Variable spring –(KCMCO-KCT-680) resistance of the coil to load...                        
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                        Date：2022-02-20

                        						
                            When you have a car, I believe you will often maintain your car. This is because the car maintenance concept has been popular, such as changing the oil, replace the filter or change the tire, especially washing, waxing and glazing is needless to say.But, as a valuable commodity, do we have spring machines that cost hundreds of thousands or even millions of dollars? At present, our Dongguan Kaichuang Precision Machinery (refer to KCMCO) spring machine including cnc coiling spring machine, camless spring machine maintenance is the status quo: dirty can not stand, and then go to wipe, when it can not be used to repair, repair when it is not good to buy, and always repeat such a vicious circle. Routine work of the spring equipment does not maintain, the only can be called maintenance work is to oil inside the circuit. In addition, the daily non-stop busy day and night spring machine work also found no...                        
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